
CONNOhFJEALTH OF KENTUCKY

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMNISSION

In the Natter of

LOGAN TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, INC.,
Complainant

)
)
)

v ~ ) CASE NO. 8241
)

SOUTH CENTRAL BELL TELEPHONE CONPANY, )
Defendant )

On Nay l5, 1981, Logan Telephone Cooperative, Inc.
("Logan" ) filed with the Commission. a complaint against South

Central Sell Telephone Company ("Bell") wherein Logan claimed

that Bell was attempting, to provi.de telephone service to the

Anaconda Aluminu'm Company plant site in Lagan County in vio-

lation of the Commission's Order in Administrative Case No.

218, dated February 21, l980. Logan claimed that Bell was

attempting to provide this service within the exchange

boundary of Logan's Lewi,sburg Exchange. Logan further stated

that the telephone service should be furnished by Logan and

that Sell should be ordered to cease and desist from i.nter-

fering with same.

Bell responded on Nay 29, 1981„that the p1ans sub-

mitted by the developer of the Anaconda Plant site show that



between 80 to 907. of the buildings which will be served are

within the exchange boundary of Bell's Russellville Exchange.

After deciding preliminary motions and orders

regarding documentary and background evidentiary matters,

the Commission, by Order dated June 4, 1981, (as amended by

Order dated June 22, 1981), directed both Bell and Logan to

file a map depicting the layout of the buildings or facil-
ities planned by Anaconda Aluminum Company, and the points

of desired telephone service, said map to be overlaid by or

on a certain 1965 signed boundary map, and also overlaid by

or on a certain map attached as Exhibit "A" to a Response to

Notion filed by Logan on June 5, 1981. The Order of June 4,
198l, further ordered a hearing in this matter on July 7,
1981. The hearing was held as scheduled, and all parties of
interest were given the opportunity to be heard. There were

no intervenors present at the hearing.

The disputed area is triangular in shape, located

south and west of Logan's Lewisburg Exchange central office,
and northeasterly from Bell's Russellville Exchange central

office. Logan contends that the contested boundary line
falls on the west side of the proposed Anaconda plant ~ ex-

tending from the middle of the northern boundary of a ceme-

tery to South Central Hell's pole 2630, roughly parallel to

Highway 431. Bell contends that the same boundary falls
considerably east of that line, cutting through the Anaconda



site to include the proposed location of the manufacturing

plant itself and bisecting the proposed location of Anaconda's

administration building.
Defendant's Notion to Stx'ike Complainant's Brief

is overx'uled, on the ground that the alleged errors and in,-

accuracies are not substantial enough to pre)udice the

Commission's decision in this case. Bell's "clarifications"
are noted and have been considered as rebuttal argument on

its behalf.
The Commission„ having considered this matter,

including the hearing, exhibits, briefs and filings of

record, and being advised, is of the opinion and finds that:
Normally signed boundax'y maps, filed with the

Commission, should be (and are) authoritative references
from which to determine the boundary lines between exchanges,

in aecoxdanee with 807 KAR 2S:040;
2. Tn this particular case, however, the boundary

map filed in 1965 is so unclear as to be of no assistance in

resolving this dispute;

3. Licensed surveyors hired by Bell and Logan wex'e

unable to locate the disputed boundary line with any convic-

tion. Bell's surveyor relied on an admittedly free-hand

pencil line from which to scale distances, while Logan's

surveyox'dmittedly drew the line contended for by I ogan be-

tween points dix'ected by Logan;
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Nane of the witnesses who were employed by

either Bell or Logan at the time the 1965 boundary map was

drawn and executed was able to give convincing testimony

fi.xing the contested line between points certain;
5. It is apparent from the testimony of those

~itnesses who were involved in the field administration of
boundary lines in 1965 that the free-hand lines drawn on the

highway-scale map in this ease were made to reflect exi.sting

(and anticipated) customer locations, rather than what

uninhabited territory was to be served by the two companies;

6. Because the 1965 baundary maps filed by the

parties are ambiguous, the determination of this matter must

be on the best available evidence: what the compani.es did,

before the controversy arose, in providing, service in the

disputed area;

7. Trooper Jerry Smith requested service in the

disputed area from Bell, and was told that Bell did not

serve the area in which his residence was 1ocated. This

residence, commonly known as the W. W. White home, is lacated

well westward of the proposed Anaconda buildings of princi-
pal occupancy. Bell's denia1 of service to this residence

supports Logan's contention as to the location of the dis-

puted boundary line;
8. Other testimony with respect to a smaller

green house and a smaller white dwelling, shows that other
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service in and about the contested area was served by Logan

with no ob)ection from Bell; and

9. The weight of the evidence favors the location

of the disputed boundary line contended for by Logan, and since

the proposed Anaconda Aluminum plant facilities fall principally
within the area enclosed by that line, telecommunications ser-
vice should be provided by Logan out of its Lewisburg central

office.
IT TS THEREFORE ORDERED that the boundary line con-

tended for by Logan Telephone Cooperative, Inc., is and it
hereby is declared to be the boundary line between South Central

Bell's Russellville Exchange and Logan's Lewisburp Exchange, in

the area of the Anaconda plant;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Bell and Logan cooperate

to assure that the continuity of service to the construction

contractor is not disrupted.

Done at Frankfort, Kentucky, this the 25th day of

August, 1981.

PUBLIC SERVICE CONNISSION

loosj2 '".VA.

Comm1ssioos~ /


